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Abstract—Recently, energy efficiency in sensor enabled wire-1
less network domain has witnessed significant attention from2
both academia and industries. It is an enabling technological3
advancement towards green computing in Internet of Things4
(IoT) eventually supporting sensor generated big data process-5
ing for smart cities. Related literature on energy efficiency6
in sensor enabled wireless network environments focuses on7
one aspects either energy oriented path selection or energy8
oriented message scheduling. The definition of path also varies in9
literature without considering links towards energy efficiency.10
In this context, this paper proposes an energy oriented path11
selection and message scheduling framework for sensor enabled12
wireless network environments. The technical novelty focuses13
on effective cooperation between path selection and message14
scheduling considering links on path, location of message sender,15
and number of processor in sensor towards energy efficiency.16
Specifically, a path selection strategy is developed based on17
shortest path and less number of links on path (SPLL). The18
location of message sender, and number of processor in specific19
sensor are utilized for developing a longer hops (LH) message20
scheduling approach. A system model is presented based on21
M/M/1 queuing analysis to showcase the effective cooperation22
of SPLL and LH towards energy efficiency. Simulation oriented23
comparative performance evaluation attest the energy efficiency24
of the proposed framework as compared to the state-of-the-art25
techniques considering number of energy oriented metrics.26
Index Terms—Internet of things (IoT) , energy optimization,27




INTERNET of Things is an emerging heterogeneous network-32 ing concept aimed towards a significant impact in the todays33
digital world. The key vision of IoT is to bring together34
a massive number of smart objects towards integrated and35
interconnected heterogeneous networks, making the internet36
even more ubiquitous. It is a futuristic paradigm where all37
possible devices will interact with each other regardless38
of their size, computing resource and network connectiv-39
ity in a seamless environment. It makes applications smart40
by sensing, data harnessing, and decision making towards41
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actions mostly without human intervention. IoT-enabled de-42
vices are growing with exponential pace including wearable43
devices, kitchen appliances, connected cars, and healthcare44
devices [1]. The growth in connected devices is expected to45
significantly increase over the next few years according to a46
forecast by the Cisco Systems, ”i.e., 10 billion in 2014 to47
50 billion by 2020” [2]. Moreover, IoT and other enabling48
technologies will have significant impact on information49
gathering on larger geographical area for applications such as,50
environmental monitoring, healthcare, and surveillance. It is51
highlighted that a massive number of objects will be enabled52
with the realization of IoT ecosystem in any geographical53
area. In such systems, a large number of connected devices54
will transmit a huge amount of data resulting in the realization55
of connected device oriented big data. The connected device56
oriented data is vital for smart city paradigm as it can57
provide usable knowledge for enabling expert systems in IoT58
environments [3]. IoT framework is based on several enabling59
technologies including wireless sensor networks (WSNs),60
cloud computing, machine learning, and peer to peer systems.61
62
WSNs are one of the key enabling technologies for IoT and63
will include large number of sensor nodes that are responsible64
for collecting key information, perform some computation65
and accomplish wireless communication. These nodes are de-66
ployed in a large geographical area and generally configured67
in a mesh network, ultimately sending a large volume of data68
to a base station (BS) or a gateway and are usually forwarded69
with multiple hops to reach the BS [4]. So, in fact energy70
optimization is not just the problem of the network, it is also71
one of the greatest challenges for the big data and smart72
city concept [5, 6]. In an IoT environment, since millions73
of nodes are interconnected with each other giving rise to74
big data, one of the key challenge is to make these nodes75
energy efficient such that the network is able to last longer,76
otherwise, changing battery to keep collecting the big data77
will quickly become infeasible. For the WSNs to be energy78
efficient, the multi hop of the packets i.e. routing protocol79
plays a significant part [7]. For most of the applications80
use-cases, the sensor nodes are deployed in inconvenient81
locations and therefore are difficult to reach. Also, because82
of the large number of nodes, changing the battery on these83
nodes regularly is impractical. The majority of the energy84
consumption on a node occurs during the transmitting and85
receiving of the data packets, while mostly on other times the86
node is in inactive or sleeping mode [8]. Since, the battery life87
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2of any particular node is not infinite, prolonging the network88
lifetime by reducing the energy consumption and minimizing89
redundant data transmission during the routing is a key aspect90
for the overall functioning of the network. Moreover, during91
multi hop of packets amongst the nodes, the probability of92
the packet drops increase. This is because of various factors93
such as packet arrival rate, timeout for message expiry and94
simply limitations of node due to its constrained nature (low95
processing, memory and bandwidth resources). Therefore, to96
avoid packet loss in the network, receipt acknowledgement97
of transmitted packets or otherwise retransmission of the lost98
data packets must happen. This will add more load on the99
already constrained network and contributes further to the100
power depletion in the nodes.101
The sensor enabled wireless network oriented IoT frame-102
work can be realized as either application specific smaller103
network or ecosystem oriented scalable networks. In appli-104
cation specific smaller implementation, packet transmission105
to the base station is considered within a single or two106
hops distance [9]. However, in ecosystem oriented scalable107
implementation, multi-hop communication is considered be-108
tween source node and base station. The ill impact of multi-109
hop communication in terms of higher energy requirement110
worsen in case of transmission between border nodes. The111
energy wastage in retransmission of the packets and its impact112
on overall energy consumption must be accounted in the113
durable network lifetime cum energy efficient implementation114
of sensor enabled network environments. Here it is worth115
noting that sensor enabled wireless network environments116
is the core framework towards realizing IoT environments.117
Thus, one of the major issue in realizing sensor enabled118
IoT environments is the limited energy power associated119
with tiny sensor enabled IoT devices. Recent literature on120
energy efficiency in wireless network environments focuses121
on either energy oriented path selection or energy oriented122
message scheduling. The definition of path also varies in123
literature without considering number of links towards energy124
efficiency.125
In this context, this paper proposes an energy oriented126
path selection and message scheduling framework for sen-127
sor enabled wireless network environments. The technical128
novelty focuses on effective cooperation between path se-129
lection and message scheduling towards utilizing the benefits130
of both these techniques. Moreover, the definition of path131
considerers number of links as major components towards132
reducing overall energy consumption in data dissemination.133
The location of message sender, and number of processor in134
sensor towards energy efficiency. Our contributions in this135
paper is summarized below:136
• An energy oriented path selection strategy is proposed137
focusing on shortest path and less number of links138
(SPLL) as major energy consumption parameters.139
• The location of message sender, and number of pro-140
cessor in specific sensor are utilized for developing a141
longer hops (LH) message scheduling approach towards142
reducing energy consumption in selected path.143
• A system model is presented based on M/M/1 queuing144
analysis to showcase the effective cooperation between145
SPLL and LH towards energy efficiency.146
• Simulation oriented comparative performance evaluation147
is carried out towards assessing the energy efficiency of148
the proposed framework as compared to the state-of-the-149
art techniques considering number of energy oriented150
metrics.151
The remainder of this paper is outlined as follows. Section152
II critically reviews related literature on energy efficiency in153
sensor enabled wireless network environments. Section III154
presents the detail of the proposed energy efficient framework155
for sensor enabled networks. Simulation oriented comparative156
performance evaluation is discussed in Section IV, followed157
by conclusion made in Section V.158
II. RELATED WORK159
A. Energy Oriented Path Selection160
Several energy saving schemes for WSNs have been pro-161
posed by various researchers over the last decade or so. Most162
of the works involved manipulating the location of the sink163
or implementing the concept of CH within the network [10].164
In the work [11], the idea of mobile sink is implemented165
where it moves in a certain path to collect the data within166
the network. In such scheme, all the nodes regardless of167
the length will establish a connection with the sink hence168
is the limitation since the total link length of the network169
will be very high. To avoid this, another approach where the170
network area is divided into multiple clusters and each cluster171
is assigned with a CH is implemented. In this setup, the CH172
node is responsible for forwarding all the packets received173
from non-CH nodes to the base station [12]. The function of174
non-CH nodes in this setup is just to collect the information175
and send it to the CH or to another node to form multi-hop.176
This scheme helped reduce the overall network link length177
and data transmission distance in the network thus helped to178
make the network energy efficient as compared with just the179
mobile sink based WSNs.180
Various strategies to choose the CH in the network have181
been proposed in the literature to optimize the energy usage.182
Low energy adaptive clustering hierarchy (LEACH) is one183
of the most popular strategies where the CH is selected184
based on some probabilistic approach and the amount of185
energy left and rotated at different time intervals [13]. Nodes186
that have already been CH cannot be selected again for N187
rounds where N is the desired predefined percentage. CH will188
broadcast itself in the network and other non-CH nodes will189
choose itself to be in the cluster depending on the received190
strength of the broadcasted message from the CHs so that191
it requires minimum communication energy. The nodes will192
be in standby mode except when transmitting to the CHs.193
The cluster heads will aggregate data from all the nodes,194
compress it and then forward it to the ultimate receiver. Some195
more modifications of LEACH are proposed such as LEACH-196
F and LEACH-C [14]. In LEACH-C, the cluster heads are197
selected using a central algorithm to form better cluster and198
in LEACH -F, fixed cluster with rotating CH is adopted. Many199
variations of LEACH algorithm where different approaches200
are adopted to form the clusters and select the CH have been201
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3reported such as in [16, 17]. The overall goal in all these202
approaches is to prolong the lifetime of CHs in the sensing203
field. In HEED (hybrid, energy-efficient and distributed)204
protocol, cluster heads are formed based on remaining energy205
on the node taking a probabilistic approach [15]. In super-206
CH, a fuzzy logic based clustering approach is used by the207
mobile sink upon receiving information such as remaining208
battery power, centrality of the cluster, mobility of the BS209
from the nodes [18] . In [19] and [20], optimal location for210
the mobile sink was chosen so that the average transmission211
distance is reduced. A comprehensive survey on the LEACH212
based algorithm is provided in [21]. Even though LEACH213
and its derivative algorithms paved way for implementing214
energy efficient routing protocol, all of them suffer from one215
fundamental problem. The node that is selected to become216
CH will die quickly if larger area is to be supported.217
Multi-hop clustering approach was proposed in [17]. Here218
each node, instead of sending the data directly to the CH,219
will send data via neighbouring nodes forming multiple hops220
up to the CH. This will shorten the effective data transmis-221
sion distance between two nodes, thus reducing the energy222
consumption. The main principle in this modification is to223
distribute the load amongst all the nodes in the cluster instead224
of putting entire burden on the CH. In [22], the authors225
propose a tree based mobile sink (TBMS) and show that226
the technique performs best when compared to other similar227
techniques. In this work, a dynamic sorting algorithm for228
adaptive decision to create the routing structure is proposed.229
However, this has been implemented on a small number230
of nodes (100) and smaller sensing area. There is also no231
guarantee that the mobile sink can reach all the sensors in232
the sensing field or it might take too long to do so because of233
the random movements. Therefore, this method may not be234
fit for purpose for a bigger coverage area and higher number235
of nodes. Also, if the speed of the MS is too slow, then it236
will cause packet delay and on contrary if the mobile sink237
has high speed then it may cause high packets loss.238
B. Energy Oriented Message Scheduling239
Most of the previous studies do not consider overheads240
due to retransmission of the packets. For example when a241
connection oriented protocol is established such as TCP [23]242
then it uses three way handshakes to establish the connection243
between the source and destination for reliability. This leads244
to significant increase in network traffic and thus increases245
the data volume. Moreover, retransmission data can consume246
even larger amount of energy due to processing and storage247
requirements. Therefore, when the techniques are analysed,248
overhead must be deliberated since retransmission will add249
burden to the network, reducing the network lifetime. Thus, in250
order to reduce the power and memory usage, superior routing251
protocol optimized for these overheads must be developed.252
In [24], the authors propose and evaluate an energy efficient253
routing technique called GreeDi algorithm. The proposed254
scheme focuses on the amount of energy consumed on255
transporting the information between the user and cloud based256
on the linear programming approach.257
Also in a multi-hop environment, scheduling of the data258
packets at the node from different neighbouring nodes is also259
an important aspect for energy efficiency. For example, if the260
queue is scheduled inefficiently then the packet drop might261
happen and retransmission will be necessary. The problem is262
serious for border nodes. Various scheduling algorithms have263
been proposed to be used in WSNs. In [25] introduced a new264
scheduling method for nodes located between two coverage265
areas. This approached is managed to solve the diversified266
scheduling problem of border nodes in S-MAC and evaluated267
the performance through simulation [26]. This method has268
problem of synchronization errors. A message scheduling269
algorithm that considers node failure in IoT environment is270
presented in [27]. A message broker is proposed in each271
cluster that is responsible for sending the messages to the272
base station on a precise order of delivery by implementing273
energy efficient shortest processing time (SPT) scheduler.274
Earliest deadline first (EDF) scheduling algorithm has also275
been used to manage real-time tasks in the queue in the276
WSNs where high priority is assigned for packets closest277
to deadline or expiry [28]. Methods based on EDF are278
reported by the authors in [29, 30]. Performance analysis of279
EDF scheduling in multi priority queue is reported in [29].280
Similarly, C. Houben et al. [30] have discussed reducing281
energy consumption in the real time systems by sorting282
the tasks with enhanced EDF to vary the processor modes283
determined by supply voltage, frequency and performance284
requirements. The challenge with EDF does not consider time285
redundancy management. So, scheduling tasks will complete286
within them expire times even in the presence of faults. Also,287
it does not differentiate between packets coming over longer288
distances and more hops thereby using higher energy.289
Methods based on multi-core processor to manage multiple290
real time tasks have also been used. Dynamic Voltage and291
Frequency Scaling (DVFS) used low time complexity to292
avoid the deadlines of the real time tasks and showed that293
it can minimize up to 64% energy used for each tasks on a294
separate core [31]. In [32], multi-processor based on ultra-295
power CoreL and fast CoreH is used. This schedules the296
tasks between these two processors and runs multi-tasks at297
the same time. However, the problem with multi-processor298
system is that it can be expensive and require large memory.299
Also, overheating after a period of time can cause device300
damage.301
There are many works in the area of IoT and smart cities302
technology to optimize energy usage by all nodes deployed303
for creating big data setup. Because if the IoT infrastructure304
is not optimized then there will be no sustainable big data305
setup since the nodes start to die quickly. Based on the306
above discussions and motivations, we propose a power307
saving scheme that combines efficient routing and scheduling308
algorithm to reduce the transmission data and thus elongate309
the network lifetime in a large WSNs and IoT networks.310
III. PROPOSED POWER SAVING SCHEME311
In order to reduce the energy consumption, data sent, and312
thereby extending the lifetime of the sensor nodes deployed in313
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4a WSNs for a IoT system, we have developed a power saving314
scheme that optimizes both the routing and scheduling of315
the data packets. This reduces the average data transmission316
distance for all nodes therefore improving on the energy317
saving to maximize the network lifetime. The adopted scheme318
reduces the requirement for data retransmission especially319
for data packets that utilize more energy. Also, this scheme320
provides better network coverage on a larger area and for321
large number of nodes that is more consistent to future IoT322
networks. We have adopted an architecture as in Fig. 1323
where clusters are utilized to overcome the limitations of324
direct links. In each round, the BS receives the position325
information, number of hops and number of links connect to326
each sensor node based upon which CH is determined. Multi-327
hop concept is used to minimize the transmission distance328
between nodes and to cover wider geographical region. The329
sensor nodes (SNs) are distributed randomly in the network.330
SNs are considered as energy constrained whereas the BS is331
located in fixed position (centre of area) and fully powered.332
In this scheme, a new routing protocol, SPLL, and a new333
scheduling algorithm, LH, are proposed.334
Fig. 1: System architecture.
A. SPLL335
Routing strategy is a key functionality for direct and indi-336
rect communication over a network. It is used to determine337
the optimal paths between network nodes based on the routing338
metrics. Network load balance is the ability to manage the339
traffic of network links without complex routing policy. Many340
design goals are related to load balancing such as small delay,341
energy consumption, high throughput, limited variance of the342
connection quality. Energy efficiency is a major concern in343
WSNs and IoT networks because the nodes have restricted344
battery lifetime. SPLL algorithm manages the data trans-345
mission efficiently to minimize the energy consumption and346
maximize the lifetime of the network.347
We assume that all nodes have the same capabilities and348
include a global position system (GPS) receiver [33]. In349
order to retrieve the neighbouring nodes for each node and350
distance from the source node to the BS, a new routing351
information base (RIB) has been created to store as a data352
table in the base station. The BS sends Hello Message353
REQuest (MessREQ) to discover all nodes that belong to it.354
MessREQ packet includes BS information such as (address,355
MAC address, position information) that it wants to share356
with all the SNs. SNs get and store this information and357
send RESPond (PIRESP) packets back to the BS. However,358
nodes are in sleep mode if out of coverage area. The BS359
receives and stores reply request (PIRESP) packets from all360
sensors belonging to the network. PIRESP packet contains361
information about the number of nodes linked to each node362
based on the maximum radio sensing. It also includes the363
distance from a single node to the BS based on the number364
of hops and position information. The BS broadcasts this365
table information to all the CHs and each CH disseminates366
this information to all the nodes covered by the CH. All SNs367
now can send the data using the multiple hops based on the368
routing table. The pseudocode for this routing algorithm is369
shown in Fig. 2.370
Algorithm 1 : Pseudocode for processing advertisement
packets and SPLL route
1: procedure PROCESSINGADVERTISEPACKETS
2: BS sends Hello MessREQ to the SNs
3: for all SNs do
4: if SNs ∈ network then
5: SNs get MessREQ packet and store it
6: else
7: SNs out of coverage area (in sleeping mode)
8: end if
9: SNs send a copy of PIRESP packet to BS
10: end for
11: for all SNs ∈ network do




16: for all SNs ∈ neighbours do
17: if distance(i) ≤ threshold then
18: Send to target node
19: if (SN ) has two minimum distances equal and
linked with two different nodes then
20: if neighbor of SN1 < SN2 then





26: Send packet to the target node
27: end procedure
Fig. 2: Pseudocode for SPLL algorithm.
Many different paths to the destination means high tol-371
erance against link failures but at the same time it will372
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5consume more node resources and bandwidth. So, direct373
communication, whenever possible, is certainly the best way374
for data dissemination. Geographic route SPLL takes the375
shortest path to reach the target while if a single node has376
two paths equal with the same distances to link the next hop377
to two SNs, the packet follows the node that has less number378
of neighbouring nodes connected to it. A node with many379
links leads to use this node for many paths to deliver other380
packets. Due to memory size for each node is limited for a381
few packets, device starts dropping packets when the queue382
size is full . Also, many links to individual node mean the383
processing data slows dramatically as the packets have to384
wait longer to deliver. Furthermore, it drains energy of device385
quickly because of advertising packets between nodes.386
Figure 3 exhibits that all nodes are connected to each other387
using mesh topology. Each sensor is connected directly to388
the other neighbour devices based on the wireless sensing389
range. Therefore, node A wants to send its data to the390
BS through the intermediate nodes. The packet follows the391
shortest path to reach the ultimate receiver as shown in black392
rows. While node C is located on the route, it has two shortest393
paths to deliver node A packets into the next hop. In this394
case, node C takes the decision based on the SPLL policy395
which follows the node that has less number of neighbouring396
nodes connected to it as indicated by red arrows. Node B397
is depicted in dormant mode because of it being out of the398
radio coverage. The benefit of SPLL route is to send data399
within shortest path to minimize the energy consumption.400
Also, it avoids forwarding data to the nodes that have many401
neighbouring nodes, thereby balancing the load traffic and402
improving the network performance and lifetime.403
Fig. 3: Routing Structure of SPLL.
B. Long Hop Message Scheduling Algorithm404
In multi-hop communication, with limited transmission405
range, a node depends on other intermediate nodes to be able406
to communicate with other nodes out of transmission range.407
These intermediate nodes act as relays for packets. This408
finding provides evidence that packets coming from nodes409
located on border use high number of hops to reach ultimate410
receiver. Also, it consumes a large amount of energy, memory411
and bandwidth during transmitting and receiving packets by412
other nodes.413
The Fig. 4 explains the energy consumption for individual414
data packet at different nodes as a function of number of hops415
and distance. The plot was generated by randomly picking416
sixteenth nodes from a large network. Fig. 4 clearly indicates417
that data packet with higher hops ”i.e. 14” uses maximum418
energy. When multiple data packet have same number of419
hops ”e.g. 10”, the one with higher distance consumes more420
energy. Due to this reason, it is beneficial to assign high421
priority for these data packets via a scheduling algorithm to422
conserve energy at the nodes. This is the key idea behind the423
LH algorithm where it provides priority to the packets based424
on sensors locations and number of sensors accessed.425
Fig. 4: Energy consumption by number of hops vs. distances.
The proposed algorithm is depicted in Fig. 5 which de-426
scribes the method to schedule messages within long hops427
and far distances to serve first at the CHs. Firstly, LH analyses428
the messages coming from different sensors based on SPLL429
routing table. M/M/1 queuing model has been used to check430
the traffic intensity (P ). Secondly, all messages must reach431
the base station through the cluster head nodes taking SPLL432
route policies. Finally, re-arranging of the messages based on433
the long hops and distances.434
We assume that all sensors have the same capabilities (i.e.435
sensing, power, transmitting and receiving) ability. Task (T )436
comes with number of hops (Nhops) and distance (d) denoted437
as TNhopsd to the intended destination. Let i be the number438
of sensors where i = {1, 2, 3, 4, ..., n}. If the task with439
TNhops > TNhops(i) that means the task with TNhops is440
served first at the cluster head to forward it to the next hop.441
While if there are more than two nodes have equal number of442
accessing sensors i.e., Nhops = Nhops(i) and belong to the443
same queue at a CH node, the proposed algorithm takes into444
consideration of the sensors locations, i.e. if a node distance445
Td > Td(i). Therefore, task with T
Nhops
d is served first at446
cluster head to forward it to the BS. The pseudo code of the447
LH operation is shown in Fig. 5.448
In order to see how the LH algorithm works, we analysed449
the data coming randomly from various SNs. Six real-time450
tasks as a part of the work are examined to explain the451
purpose of the proposed algorithm and can be seen in Fig. 6.452
These tasks belong within a queue at the CH nodes before453
delivering to the destination. Each task has different number454
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6of hops and distances. There must be at least a single task455
execution through CH to be forwarded to the exchange centre456
within one spin. LH algorithm re-sorts the tasks at CHs based457
on the biggest number of hops and longer distance to forward458
it first to ultimate receiver. If there are two packets equal with459
number of hops (as packets with yellow and purple colour460
in Fig. 6), the algorithm takes the second parameter (longer461
distance) into consideration. Based on the evaluation of the462
system traffic at the cluster heads, it can be seen that if traffic463
intensity is less than 1, single processor is active, and multi-464
core processor will be in sleep mode. However, if P is larger465
than 1, multi-core processor is activated to reduce the burden466
on cluster heads which serves multi-tasks within one cycle467
as depicted in Fig. 8.468
Algorithm 2 : Pseudocode for LH message scheduling
algorithm at CHs level
1: procedure PROCESSINGADVERTISEPACKETS
2: For all nodes send data to ultimate receiver
3: λ = 1/Rtime
4: µ = 1/Ttrans
5: Each Message has (Rtime,Ttrans)
6: Nhops :number of hops from each node to the BS
7: d :the distance from each source to the BS
8: for Messages Traffic Intensity P do
9: for all CHs ∈ network do
10: P = Ttrans/Rtime
11: if P < 1 then
12: All nodes send messages to destination
13: else
14: sort messages Long Hops and far distances
in descending order
15: if Nhops(i) = Nhops(j) then
16: if dSN2 > dSN1 then
17: Select the message has Nhops and
SN2 as the first packet to deliver
it to the BS.
18: Active multi-core processor
19: Request messages in a Ttrans/(m∗
Rtime)




23: Deliver message with greater Nhops






Fig. 5: Pseudocode for LH scheduling algorithm.
C. System Model469
1) Nodes Placement: Let N be the number of sensor470
nodes in the system model, and loc = (x, y) is the location471
of each node. The distance d between two nodes is given472
euclidean mathematical method [34] as:473
Fig. 6: The partial schedule of six tasks under LH algorithm.
Fig. 7: LH technique with single-core processor.
Fig. 8: LH technique with multi-core processor.
di =
√
((xi − x) + (yi − y))2, i = 1, 2, 3, ..., N (1)
SPLL routing technique is used to get shortest path (di)474
between these nodes to reach the ultimate receiver, i.e.475
N∑
i=1
di → min (2)
2) Energy Consumption Model: The aim of this study is to476
minimize the energy consumption and elongate the lifetime of477
the IoT networks. Most of the energy is consumed in listen-478
ing, transmitting and receiving packets. Figure 9 illustrates479
the wireless communication model for energy dissipation480
used for the study [19, 35]. Each device has data in (DI) and481
data out (DO) interfaces. Packets enter the Radio Frequency482
(RF) module through the DI and buffer on it if the module483
cannot immediately process it. If the DI buffer becomes full,484
software or hardware flow control must prevent overflow and485
data loss, otherwise, the host must re-send it again [35].486
Sensors network follow the SPLL route and LH scheduling487
strategy to deliver the packets to the next hop. The total488
energy consumed in the model is given as:489
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7ETx(k, d) = k(Eelec + amp ∗ d2) (3)
ERx(k) = k(Eda + Eelec) (4)
where k is the number of bits per packet, and d denotes as490
the euclidean distance between two nodes. ETx(k, d) is the491
total energy dissipated in the transmitting sensor node and492
ERx(k) is the total energy depleted in the receiving sensor493
node. Eda is the energy dissipation for aggregation data.494
Eelec is presented the energy depleted to run the receiver or495
transmitter circuitry. amp reveals the energy consumption for496
the power amplifier per bit, which can be calculated by eq. 5.497
Where fs is the amplification coefficient of free space signal498
(d2 as power loss) and mp is the multi-path fading signal499
amplification coefficient (d4 as power loss) are used. Their500
value depends on the distance between sender and receiver.501
d0 is a threshold value calculated by eq. 6 [36]:502
amp =
{
fs ∗ d2 d ≤ d0







Nodes are classified into two groups: i) Non-CH nodes503
gather (k-bits of data) from the environment and directly504
disseminate it to a hop node or CH node. Where EGPS505
and di are the power dissipation for global position sys-506
tem and distance between non-CH nodes to its CH respec-507
tively.Therefore, the energy exhaustion of a sensor node508
(Enon−CH) can be calculated by:509
Enon−CH = ETx(k, di) + EGPS (7)
ii) CH nodes collect and compress the data coming from510
non-CH nodes, and then disseminate it to the ultimate re-511
ceiver. Hence, the total energy consumed by cluster heads512
can be calculated by eq. 8 when M is the number of sensors513
sending packets to its CH and the di is the distance between514
CHs to the BS:515
ECH = MERx(k) + ETx(k, di) + EGPS , (8)
A hop node depletes energy to send packet to another hop516
node. A hop node transmits and receives the information517
from L sensor nodes (i.e. hop nodes, or non-CH). The energy518
consumption by a hop node Ehop can be calculated by:519
Ehop = LERx(k) + ETx(k, dhop,CH) + EGPS , (9)
Based on equations above, most of energy consumed in520
sensor nodes happens when transmitting data over large521
distances. Therefore, energy consumption can be reduced522
significantly by applying our proposed algorithms for the523
WSN enabled IoT networks.524
Fig. 9: The wireless communication model for energy dissipation.
3) Queuing Model: M/M/1 queuing model has been used525
in this study to calculate service rate and arrival rate for526
all messages coming from the nodes. M/M/1 is queuing527
theory within the mathematical theory of probability that528
shows the queue length of a single server in the system.529
Service times have an exponential distribution and arrivals are530
determined by a Poisson process [27]. Packets follow SPLL531
routing algorithm to reach the ultimate receiver through the532
CHs. Hence, LH scheduling algorithm is implemented at the533
CHs level. The service rate and arrival rate for m messages534
are introduced by µ and λ respectively. Traffic intensity (P )535

















Then, the total traffic intensity (Pi) for the overall system in537












4) Network Buffer Sizing: Sensor devices have a very539
limited buffer or do not have it at all. Buffer (or data540
buffer) is a block of physical memory that temporarily stores541
packets until it is being moved. All network devices (i.e.542
sensors, gateway, routers, etc.) normally contain buffers to543
hold packets during congestion. As the network load in-544
creases, some packets drop due to excessive incoming traffic.545
Two well-recognized approaches for dimensioning network546
queues are the Stanford rule and the rule-of-thumb [37] [38].547
Rule-of-thumb states that each link requires a buffer of size548
B = RTT × C, where C is the bottleneck capacity and549
RTT is the average round trip time of the flow passing550
across the link. This rule is often applied at the edge or551
cluster devices of the network when the bandwidth capacity552
and number of flows are small. While the Stanford rule553
is used for large number of TCP flows and higher speed554
links. The recommended router requires a buffer of size555
(RTT×C)/√n, where n is the number of TCP flows sharing556
the bottleneck link [37]. The rule-of-thumb has been used for557
this study since the flows at each CH is relatively small.558
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8D. Complexity Analysis559
The complexity of the proposed algorithms can be analyse560
in terms of storage and computational complexity. Most of561
IoT devices have small CPU that carries out the instructions562
of a computer program to send and receive packets. It is563
important to reduce the burden on this processor unit to564
prevent the fault. Therefore, the computational complexity565
is the major components in the analysis of the proposed566
algorithms. The time complexity of the SPLL routing protocol567
is (3n2 + n), where n is the number of nodes sender to568
the ultimate receiver. While the time complexity of the LH569
algorithm is (n2+8n). The combination of both complexity is570
(4n2+9n). An algorithm is to be efficient when this function571
values is small. Therefore, the time complexity is obtained572
to be O(n2), which is similar or better than other protocols573
which have complexity in order of O(n2) and O(n3).574
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS575
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our pro-576
posed scheme by using simulation. The simulation is per-577
formed in the Matlab environment. We discuss the simulation578
parameters, environment and depict the simulation results.579
furthermore, these results are compared with other energy580
efficient schemes. In [22], the authors have shown their581
method to be superior to many other routing algorithms.582
Therefore, we have taken TBMS as the benchmark for the583
comparison. EDF is chosen for comparing the performance584
of the scheduling algorithm. IoT and smart city networks in-585
crease further the amount of SNs and sensing data generated.586
Therefore, we assume that a number of SNs are distributed587
randomly in the sensing area. All non-CH nodes gather the588
information from the sensing field and send the data to CHs589
or other hops. At each hop node, decision is made, based590
on the SPLL strategy and LH algorithm, on where to send591
the packet next. The CH nodes gather the data, compress592
and send it to the BS. All SNs have same initial energy593
and are non-chargeable, i.e. it can work until node death594
occurs. Previous studies focused on smaller network areas595
with less number of nodes. This setup is not consistent with596
the future IoT networks. Therefore, to prove that our proposed597
scheme is scalable, promising, well-designed and provides598
optimized energy usage, we analyse the system in detail599
by gradually increasing the area and number of nodes. The600
algorithm proposed provides an architecture for energy aware601
IoT system therefore is applicable to any real life applications602
such as [39, 40]. All parameters used in our simulation are603
listed in table I.604
The total energy is determined as the summation of residual605
energy at all nodes in the network. Figure 10 shows the606
total energy when the sensing area is 200 m × 200 m with607
100 nodes. Clearly, TBMS has slightly higher energy than608
other methods because of reduced multi-hop communication,609
thereby obtaining improved lifetime of nodes. In order to610
prove that our algorithms are promising for larger areas611
with many devices, the number of nodes and sensing area612
have been extended as shown in Table II. In Fig.11 to613
Fig.13, we observe that the proposed method achieves more614
TABLE I: Parameters used in the simulation
Parameter Value
Electronics Energy (Eelec ) 50 nJ/bit
Initial energy of node (Einit) 0.25 J
Energy for GPS receiver (EGPS ) 20 nJ/bit/signal
Energy for data aggregation (Eda) 5 nJ/bit/signal
Communication energy (mp) 0.0013 pJ/bit/m4
Communication energy (fs) 10 pJ/bit/m2
Threshold value of distance (d0) 87 m
Buffer size 202 bytes
Payload size 210 bytes
Header size 40 bytes
Retransmission overhead size 8 bytes + header size
Number of nodes (N ) 100, 300, 500
Sensing Area (M ×M ) m2 200 × 200 , 500 × 500,
1000 × 1000
Algorithms Multicore SPLL-LH, SPLL-LH,
SPLL-EDF, TBMS
Fig. 10: Total network energy (100 nodes and sensing field=(200
× 200)m2).
TABLE II: Number of nodes and sensing area used in the simulation
No. of Nodes Sensing Area
100 200 m x 200 m
100 500 m x 500 m
300 500 m x 500 m
500 1000 m x 1000 m
energy savings than EDF and TBMS based algorithms. When615
EDF is used together with SPLL, the performance is better616
than TBMS. This is because SPLL uses sophisticated load617
balancing to shift traffic from one node to another to minimize618
node energy drain out and avoid network congestion. It619
also sends the packets from transmitter to receiver following620
the shortest path thereby shortening the effective distance.621
Furthermore, it balances the traffic load between nodes that622
leads to extended node lifetime. In large sensing area, TBMS623
takes time to collect all the information from the sensor nodes624
and scan the sensory field. Also, the random movement of625
mobile sink leads to increase the number of hops, and thus626
increased the average transmission distances that depletes the627
node energy. EDF technique does not assign high priority for628
packets coming from the longer distance. Therefore, quite a629
chunk of data is required to be retransmitted due to buffer size630
being full or TTL exceeded or quench source. Therefore, EDF631
with SPLL performs slightly worse than when LH is working632
together with SPLL. Moreover, multi-core processor can also633
be activated to reduce the retransmission of packets at CHs.634
The use of single and multi-core processors depending on635
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9Fig. 11: Total network energy (100 nodes and sensing field=(500
× 500)m2).
Fig. 12: Total network energy (300 nodes and sensing field=(500
× 500)m2).
the network load improves the lifetime of network further. As636
mentioned in previous sections, IoT and smart cities are going637
to bring a large number of devices to be connect in a single638
network. These devices will be collecting data and sending639
it to the cloud utilizing WSN. The proposed algorithm will640
help balance the load traffic and reduce the use of many641
intermediate nodes to deliver the data to the BS for a large642
networks.643
Figure 14 shows the average energy consumption for each644
round when the sensing area is 200 m × 200 m with 100645
nodes, 500 m × 500 m with 100 nodes, 500 m × 500 m646
with 300 nodes and 1000 m × 1000 m with 500 nodes. The647
increase in average energy consumption for all the schemes648
is prominent when the sensing area and the number of nodes649
increase. However, the average energy consumption is much650
less than TBMS or EDF especially for the large network size651
with high number of nodes. This is consistent with Figs.10-652
13.653
Next, we analyze the node deaths and see at which round654
first node, half node and last node death occur for a larger655
network area with higher number of SNs. The node death656
analysis is very important because once a node dies in a657
multi-hop network, the route needs to be updated, thus rapidly658
overloading other nodes leading to energy depletion on more659
nodes. Figures 15-17 show the rounds at which first node660
death (FND), half node death (HND) and last node death661
(LND) occur for all the schemes when the sensing area is662
1000 m × 1000 m with 500 nodes. From these figures, it is663
Fig. 13: Total network energy (500 nodes and sensing field=(1000
× 1000)m2).
Fig. 14: Average energy consumption.
evident that rounds of FND, HND and LND are higher for664
the proposed scheme.665
Fig. 15: First node death (500 nodes and sensing field=(1000 ×
1000)m2).
Transmission distance is the physical path between Tx and666
Rx within a single hop or multi-hop communication. It is rea-667
sonable to say that longer distances from source to intended668
destination will use higher transmission power. Therefore,669
reducing the transmission distance over the multi-hop path670
is a key factor in reducing energy consumption and time671
delay. Number of hops is the sum of all data relays occurred672
to reach the intended destination. Next hop depends on the673
type of routing algorithm used and network configuration.674
Less number of hops means lower latency and delays while675
a greater number of hops will degrade the performance of the676
data transfer, increase latency and delay and in some cases677
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Fig. 16: Half node death (500 nodes and sensing field=(1000 ×
1000)m2).
Fig. 17: Last node death (500 nodes and sensing field=(1000 ×
1000)m2).
causes packet time out leading to retransmission. Figure 18678
and 19 show the average transmission distances and average679
number of hops for all schemes when the sensing area is680
200 m × 200 m with 100 nodes, 500 m × 500 m with681
100 nodes, 500 m × 500 m with 300 nodes and 1000 m682
× 1000 m with 500 nodes. It is clear from the results that683
the proposed scheme has less average number of hops and684
transmission distances, especially for the larger areas and685
hence maintains a suitable latency for data transmission. This686
increases network sustainability and thus potentially extends687
the lifetime of typical smart city networks.688
Fig. 18: Average transmission distance.
End-to-end delay [41] is the time taken by the bits to689
travel through the communication medium from the source690
to receiver. Delay time depends on congestion in the network691
and number of hops access to reach the intend destination.692
Fig. 19: Average number of hops.
Simulation setting has been adopted as in [42], where it693
takes 2 ms for a sensor node to make a transmission. The694
length of an interval period to update packets is 200 ms.695
Figure 20 shows the average delay time for different schemes.696
It shows that together with less average number of hops and697
transmission distance, the proposed scheme also has lower698
average delay time.699
Fig. 20: Average time delay (500 nodes and sensing area = 1000
m × 1000 m).
Number of transmitted Tx and received Rx bytes are700
the sum of the packets sent and received from each node701
to the destination. Energy efficiency can be achieved by702
decreasing the number of transmitted and received bytes.703
Figure 21 shows the performance comparison of Tx and704
Rx data for four schemes and it is clear that the proposed705
method has overall lower average number of Tx / Rx packets706
in the network. We also investigate the throughput of the707
schemes. The percentage of successful data transmission708
from the sender to the BS for each round is called network709
throughput. As seen in Fig. 21, it can be seen that slightly710
better throughput is achieved. This is because of the efficient711
scheduling mechanism that prioritizes the packets traveling712
with longer hops or distance, thereby reducing the chances713
of packet drops.714
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Fig. 21: Average transmitting and receiving bytes (500 nodes and
sensing field=(1000 × 1000)m2).
Fig. 22: Throughput (500 nodes and sensing field=(1000 ×
1000)m2).
V. CONCLUSION715
In this paper, an energy oriented path selection and716
message scheduling framework for sensor enabled wireless717
network environments has been presented. It was shown,718
form the design, development and analysis of the proposed719
framework, that the cooperation between path selection and720
message scheduling approach significantly improves energy721
efficiency in sensor enabled wireless network environments.722
The consideration of lesser number of links on path, closer723
message sender, longer hops, and processor availability re-724
duces overall transmission energy requirement in message725
forwarding resulting in longer network lifetime. It is also726
observed that the proposed framework has lower energy con-727
sumption rate as compared to the state-of-the-art techniques.728
The communication round oriented network lifetime is longer729
considering energy exhausting in either first node, last node730
or half of the nodes in the network. In future, authors will731
focus on implementing heuristic based techniques for energy732
efficiency in sensor enabled wireless network environments.733
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